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Hawai'i Turns to Sugar:
The Rise of Plantation Centers, 1860—1880

Except sugar and dollars, one rarely hears any subject spoken about
with general interest.

Isabella Bird, Six Months in the Sandwich Islands (1874)

HAWAI ' I 'S ECONOMY turned toward sugar in the decades between
i860 and 1880. These twenty years were pivotal in building the plan-
tation system. Basic features of rural factory life were established.
Hawai'i's government committed extensive resources to the success
of sugar export. Honolulu's merchants and financiers came to dom-
inate sugar production. The Islands turned a corner during these
decades—Hawai'i's dependence upon sugar began.

This period was the link between the earlier failed commercial
plantations of mid-century1 and the powerful industrial plantations
that dominated the landscape when Hawai'i lost its independence. It
was a period characterized by the plantation center.

Five plantation centers changed the surrounding landscape and
altered nearby Hawaiian communities. Plantations in Lihu'e, Wai-
luku, Makawao, Hilo, and Kohala brought an invasion of agricultural
practices, technologies, and population that supplanted native pro-
duction systems and repeopled the land with foreigners and
Hawaiians from other islands. New patterns of agriculture, work, and
community life emerged, providing the foundation for industrial
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plantations of the 1890s. Utilizing native labor, fertile lands, and sig-
nificant volumes of water and wood, the plantation centers propelled
Hawai'i into the nineteenth-century world economy.

The change in Hawai'i's sugar production between 1850 and 1900
was remarkable. Eighteen fifty was a time of small, experimental,
commercial plantations. Sugar was only one of many export crops.
Technology was simple, the workforce small and employed only part-
year, with fewer than ten small plantations in existence.

During the Civil War boom period, the 1860s plantation was two
hundred to three hundred acres in size, with about one hundred
acres in cane, employing around one hundred workers year-round.
The fastest growth occurred on Maui, which in 1866 had twelve plan-
tations, compared to Hawai'i's eight, O'ahu's six, and Kaua'i's four.
Differences in production figures were more dramatic. Estimated
Maui sugar tonnage was 7,750—more than one-half the total for all
islands. For Hawai'i, it was 3,400 tons—-just under a third of the total.2

By 1880, the island of Hawai'i had become the major sugar pro-
ducer. J. S. Walker's compilation of plantation statistics for the Hawai-
ian government in 1879 shows Hawai'i with twenty-four plantations,
Maui with thirteen, Kaua'i with seven, O'ahu with seven, and Molo-
ka'i with three—a total of fifty-four operations. The island of
Hawai'i's estimated crop at that time was 19,732 tons, compared to
Maui's 12,200 tons. Although Maui's sugar operations continued to
grow in size and value, Hawai'i witnessed a boom of development
right at the end of the 1870s with many new and smaller plantations
along the Honoka'a coast, in the Kohala district, and in Ra'u. Total
tonnage estimated for 1880 in this survey was 38,647.3 Comparing
the estimates of total sugar produced between 1866 and 1879, we see
an increase of more than 250 percent over a thirteen-year period.

For perspective, the larger industrial plantations of the 1890s
occupied two thousand to three thousand acres and employed up to
one thousand workers or more.4 The largest plantation of 1890,
Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company on Maui, produced
nearly 12,000 tons of sugar alone. While size increased considerably,
the number of plantations increased only by about ten between 1880
and 1890.5 The quantum leap in size (acreage and workforce)
reflected the introduction of sophisticated, expensive technology for
the time.
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Mill technology in the sugar industry is an important indicator of
growth. Mills of the 1860s were typically powered by animals and
water. Steam engines were few—about five of thirty-three mills.6

Hence, mill capacity was small and plantations were limited in acre-
age. By the 1880s, almost all mills were powered by steam or a steam/
water combination. Other expensive equipment came with steam
power: as three or more iron rollers to crush the sugar and extract
the juice, vacuum pans, and centrifugals to prepare higher quality
sugars at a faster pace. But more important, steam-powered mills and
corollary equipment demanded extensive acreages of cane to make
them pay and a year-round workforce to maintain the field opera-
tions.

PLANTATION CENTERS

At the heart of this transformation was the plantation center. Unlike
the commercial sugar mill, which drew on existing communities of
Hawaiian workers, the plantation center represented a new cluster-
ing of population and technology. Specifically, it was characterized
by a sizable increase of foreign population, government recognition
of the area as a vital economic region with distinct political needs,
and by public and private investment in a shared physical infrastruc-
ture (e.g., stores, wharves, harbors) established specifically to trade
with the West. An important development in Hawai'i's history, the
plantation center created new social institutions of dependency.

Three regions already engaged in sugar growing—Lihu'e/Koloa,
Makawao, and Hilo—grew significantly in production and foreign
population. Investments in new sugar operations at Kohala on
Hawai'i and Wailuku on Maui brought plantation development into
previously remote Hawaiian communities. Several satellite areas
opened in other locations: Hana and Lahaina on Maui, Princeville
on Kaua'i, and Waialua and Kane'ohe on Oahu.

What encouraged the development of plantation centers? For
one, the American settlement of California opened lucrative avenues
of trade in the Pacific. The Civil War virtually shut down Louisiana
sugar production during the 1860s, enabling Hawai'i to compete in
a California market that paid elevated prices for sugar. The Pacific
whaling trade collapsed after i860, pushing Honolulu merchants
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into the sugar trade and leaving native Hawaiian agriculturalists with-
out income from the cash-generating vegetable trade. About the
same time, the closing of the Hawaiian mission in i860 left the pre-
viously supported missionaries in search of new means of income.
Plantation documents from the 1860s bear several familiar mission-
ary names as investors and managers: Castle, Bailey, Rice, Wilcox,
Alexander, Baldwin, Chamberlain, Judd, Cooke.

The Hawaiian government also had a significant hand in the rise
of plantation centers. The decline of whaling, collapse of the native
vegetable trade, and a rapidly decreasing native population left the
government with huge expenditures and little source of income. In
response, it applied public funds and assets toward the sugar trade in
hopes of increasing Hawai'i's wealth. The Board of Immigration was
established in 1866 to recruit workers for plantations. The sale of
government lands, especially on Maui during the early 1860s, aided
development of new plantations. And, of course, the Reciprocity
Treaty in 1875 traded rights to Hawaiian property for free entry into
the California sugar market. Segments of the native Hawaiian com-
munity resisted many of these changes. Newspapers and petitions to
the legislature reflect an intense debate within the Hawaiian com-
munity about the changes brought by the government's commitment
to sugar.7

Between i860 and 1880 five plantation centers prospered: Wai-
luku, Makawao, Llhu'e, Hilo, and Kohala.8 Table 1 lists the planta-
tions in each of the five centers and illustrates their growth in acre-
age of cane between the 1867 and 1879 (dates of the first two
systematic surveys).

Characteristics of the five developing plantation centers separate
them from the smaller sugar ventures of the period. Investment of
large amounts of capital from several sources and purchase of state-
of-the-art machinery for the mills (especially vacuum pans, steam
engines, and centrifugals) supported large acreages of sugar cultiva-
tion. A distinct community life emerged at these centers as well. The
daily existence of several hundred workers revolved six days a week
around the tasks of planting, weeding, chopping and hauling wood,
cutting and hauling cane. A much smaller number of workers in the
mill continuously ground, boiled, and packaged sugar.

Plantation centers comprised several separate sugar mills and



TABLE I . Plantation Centers, 1867—1879: Changes in Cane Acreage

Plantation Center/Plantation 1867 1879
(date started) Acres in Canea Acres in Caneb

Wailuku
Wailuku (Brewer) (1863) 500 800
Wailuku (Bailey) (186?) 120
Waikapu Plantation (1864) 600 350
Waihee Plantation (1863) n.a. 800
Wailuku center total 1,220+ i*0^0

Makawao
East Maui Plantation (1850) 500 450
Grove Ranch (1850) 800 500
Makee's (i860) 800 200
Haiku Plantation (1858) 575 1,000
Baldwin & Company—Pa'ia (1870) - 400
Makawao center total 2,675 2,550

Hilo
Amauulu Plantation 375
Kaiwiki Plantation 620
Paukaa Plantation (1850) 150 300
Onomea Plantation (1863) 500 300
Kaupakuea Plantation (1859) 400 350
Spencer Plantation (1850) n.a. 400
Papaikou Plantation (1875) - 280
Hilo center total 2,045+ 1,630

Kohala
Kohala Sugar Company (1863) 650 600
Dr. Wight (1870) - 250
Union Mills (1874) - 400
Hinds Mills (1876) - 400
Hart & Company (1877) - 240
Star Mills (1878) - 250
Kohala center total 650 2,140

Lihu'e
Koloa Plantation (1845) n.a. 500
Lihue Plantation (1850) 175 700
Lihu'e center total !75+ 1,200

Cane acreage for all plantations 10,006+ 22,355

Sources: For 1867: Pacific Commercial Advertiser, lgjan. 1867: collected by G. P.Judd
from site visits. For 1879: J. S. Walker, Memo: Statement Sugar Plantations of the
Hawaiian Islands, 27 Aug. 1879, Interior Dept.-loose files, AH.
a Acreages listed for 1867 are not complete. Judd did not visit all plantations.

They may also not be as accurate as those of 1879. These figures are most use-
ful to gain a view of the proportional size of plantations in a particular center.

b In 1879, acres of cane in plantation centers represents only 42 percent of the
total throughout the Islands. This is because plantation centers considered in
this review are ones started in the 1860s and built over two decades. By 1880
there were several other very new centers in Ka'u and Honoka'a on Hawai'i,
Lahaina on Maui, Princeville on Kaua'i, and several scattered plantations on
O'ahu.
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fields of different owners. Schools, stores, and worker villages sprang
up around these centers, serving the plantations. The planters coop-
erated in numerous ways. They shared irrigation systems (Makawao).
They ground each other's sugar when mills broke down or burned.
On Maui they negotiated a common price for sugar with a San Fran-
cisco purchaser.9 Plantation managers also worked together to secure
appointments of favored individuals to the district court, sheriffs
office, Board of Boundary Commissioners, as tax collectors, and to
other district-level political positions.10 Whole regions specialized in
sugar growing as the surrounding Hawaiian villages disappeared. Tax
records show that native Hawaiians once dispersed in many villages
through a district on different ahupua'a began to cluster in numbers
around plantation centers.11

Brief descriptions of each "center" illustrate some of these char-
acteristics.

Wailuku

Wailuku developed during the boom period of 1860-1866 with
numerous mills, independent growers, and a growing population of
foreigners. It also included the neighboring areas of Waihe'e and
Waikapu. At the center of this district was the site of King Kameha-
meha's mill from the 1840s. The main attraction of the region was
the water supply and the potential profits from large irrigated fields
of sugar cane.12 Plantations here benefited from the sale of govern-
ment lands to foreign speculators and investors in the 1850s and
1860s for purposes of raising revenues for the Hawaiian treasury.13

The most advanced technology of the Islands was found here, with
all of the mills (built in the early 1860s) powered by steam.

The Wailuku sugar-producing center had 2,250 acres planted in
cane in 1867 (not including plantation-owned pasture and wood-
lands). Regular plantation employees in Wailuku numbered about
620.14 The composition of population in the region changed quickly.
Tax assessment rolls indicate that more than one hundred foreigners
were in residence due to arrival of blacksmiths, carpenters, and other
skilled artisans to work for the plantations.15 Inflation in land values
also reflected the sugar boom. A correspondent for the Pacific Com-
mercial Advertiser noted that the sale of school land in Waikapu real-
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ized $80 per acre, where it would have sold for only $25 eighteen to
twenty months previously.16

In 1880 only three plantations remained in the center—Waikapu,
Wailuku, and Waihe'e (Lewers) plantations—encompassing 1,950
acres of cane lands, slightly less that the 2,200 acres of 1867. Wailuku
Plantation had expanded by then, absorbing the Bailey plantation
and Bal and Adams's mill and cane acreage.17 Typical of the time, the
plantation center had not grown in size, but had consolidated under
fewer owners.

Makawao

Plantations already established in Makawao continued into the 1860s:
East Maui Plantation (Wood/Spencer), Brewer Plantation (formerly
Reynolds's Hali'imaile), Hobron's (Grove Ranch), and the Makee
Plantation at 'Ulupalakua (formerly Torbert's plantation).18 This
region, once known as East Maui, was an active site of early sugar
experimentation.

The Makawao plantation center coalesced around the growing
dominance of one company—Haiku Sugar Company. Heavily capi-
talized, Haiku encompassed several thousand acres, and with its
advanced machinery and management practices, quickly overshad-
owed the neighboring plantations.

Haiku's relations with the other plantations were more coopera-
tive than competitive. The company encouraged independent grow-
ers to plant cane, signing contracts to grind their cane. Prior to build-
ing the mill, the company negotiated with neighboring sugar growers
E. Miner, L. L. Torbert, and A. H. Spencer to prepare the new cane
lands and protect them from trespass by horses and cattle.19 Later,
when the new manager, George Beckwith, recommended building a
larger mill than originally discussed, he suggested the additional cost
be paid by grinding the cane of other nearby growers on shares. This
was an innovative strategy for the time, serving two purposes: financ-
ing a large mill and unifying growers in the area under shared goals.
As a result of Haiku's strategy, the Makawao plantation center was
typical of the "central mill" concept popular at the time in other
parts of the world.

Haiku Sugar Company also organized financing, building, and
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operation of the Hamakua Ditch. As early as 1857 drought was a con-
tinual problem in this region, threatening to end sugar production.
Built deep into the forests of the East Maui mountains, the Hamakua
Ditch made water available to all of the plantations. Samuel T. Alex-
ander, Haiku's new manager, began planning the ditch in 1871 at an
estimated capital cost of $200,000. This was the largest water project
of the time. Half the ownership would belong to Haiku Sugar Com-
pany, the remaining half to other planters nearby (Alexander &
Baldwin, Jas. Alexander, C. Brewer & Company). Haiku was to have
the first water for 1,000—2,000 acres of land. As planned, the ditch
was capable of irrigating 3,000 acres.20 The project was completed in
1876.

The Makawao plantation center remained fairly stable for two
decades.21 In 1867, there were four plantations, a total of 535 sugar
workers, and 2,675 acres in cane. All four plantations were still in
business in 1880 with cane acreage relatively stable. This would soon
change. Charles Spreckels, a San Francisco sugar refiner began
development in 1882 of what would soon become the largest, most
heavily capitalized mill in the islands—Hawaiian Sugar & Commer-
cial Company.

Hilo

As a plantation center, Hilo had its roots in several early plantations
established by Chinese residents. This region had seen continued
production of sugar since the 1840s. Twenty years later, there were
at least two Chinese-owned plantations operating—'Amauulu and
Wainaku. Several others had started and failed or merged with the
surviving operations.22 G. P. Judd's 1867 plantation survey shows five
in the Hilo district, employing approximately 800—goo workers.
Because of the numerous streams running year-round in Hilo, these
plantations were all water-powered. Records show about 1,900 acres
planted in cane, with probably the largest concentration of planta-
tion workers in any of the centers, numbering about 700.23

In an interesting development, Chinese investors started to sell
their plantations to new European or American owners beginning
the 1860s. Reasons for this are unclear. We know that at least one
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plantation owner/businessman, Chun Afong, returned to China.24

J. S. Walker's 1879 survey shows a list of nine plantations, with only
one still owned by Chinese investors. At that time, the Hilo planta-
tion center had about 2,390 acres planted in cane.25

Characterizing the Hilo center in this period is difficult. There are
few documents on the Hilo plantations prior to 1880, with most
information obtainable only from sporadic news reports. We do
know that the Hilo district had a sizable Chinese population. The
Pacific Commercial Advertiser noted about seventy-five Chinese in the
town of Hilo itself in 1867 (a population equivalent to the number
of Americans) .26 In 1869, this newspaper noted that 273 Chinese
resided on the island of Hawai'i. With Kohala the only other operat-
ing plantation outside of the Hilo district, the bulk of this population
probably lived in and near Hilo.27

Tax records indicate clustering of Chinese populations in the Hilo
district around plantations. The i860 assessment indicates there
were ninety-one Chinese at 'Amauulu, a Chinese-owned plantation.
The 1870 assessment shows no Chinese at 'Amauulu (then the Spen-
cer plantation), but instead ninety-two at the Onomea plantation and
thirty-five at Paukaa.28 Descriptions of plantation life in the Hilo area
are unavailable.

Kohala

Kohala Sugar Company, like Haiku Sugar Company, was the primary
plantation of the North Kohala district on the northmost point of the
island of Hawai'i. It was the anchor to smaller growers who supplied
cane to Kohala's large and modern mill—another example of the
"central mill" concept. Not until the late 1870s, after the Reciprocity
Treaty, were other plantations built in the Kohala district. By 1880
there were six plantations.29

Kohala Sugar Company started in 1863 as a joint stock company,
quickly purchasing a large steam mill. It was owned by several mis-
sionary families, including the Cookes, Castles, and Bonds, who were
the major investors. By 1866 it has installed a vacuum pan, the sign
of a technologically advanced plantation. At that time it had about
650 acres of cane planted and 175 workers.30 Cane acreage in the
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district had expanded to 2,150 acres by 1879 for the six planta-
tions—a sizable increase. Kohala was still the largest plantation in the
district, though it had not expanded its planted cane acreage beyond
that of 1867.

Like many plantations of the time, Kohala Sugar Company strug-
gled with drought and machinery problems during these early
years.31 It survived because of continued capital investments by its
agent and part owner, Castle & Cooke.

Lihu 'e

The plantation center surrounding Llhu'e extended into the neigh-
boring district of Koloa and encompassed two plantations: Lihue
(started in 1850) and Koloa (started in 1845), plus a few small grow-
ers (G. N. Wilcox and A. H. Smith). Of the five plantation centers,
Llhu'e was the smallest. As a center, it produced only about 600 tons
of sugar in 1867. This is equivalent to the production that year by
Haiku Sugar Company. By 1880, however, production had increased
dramatically to 2,800 tons.32

FIG. 1. Bird's eye view of Lihue Plantation and Mill about 1870. The photographer was
H. Chase, who resided in the Islands from 1868 to 1872. (Hawaiian Historical Society)
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Between i860 and 1880, the Llhu'e plantation center became a
home for German immigrants—plantation managers, sugar boilers,
and skilled workers. The logs of Lihue Plantation bear many German
names among the mill and skilled workers.33 By 1879, both Koloa
and Lihue Plantations were largely owned by German investors.
Agents Hackfeld 8c Company and Hoffschlaeger & Company, with
home offices in Germany, provided capital to all planters of the
Llhu'e area, except A. H. Smith.

Hawaiians and Chinese constituted the largest segment of the
plantation workforce. A. C. Alexander noted that most field workers
at Koloa Plantation were Chinese contract laborers.34 Records of the
Lihue Plantation show a large majority of Hawaiian field workers,
both men and women. Between i860 and 1867, all workers were
Hawaiian. Beginning in 1870, about twenty Chinese are listed in the
payroll book each year.35

The Llhu'e plantations were probably the most interdependent of
all the other regions. Mutual ownership, grinding agreements, and
shared irrigation plans bound the mills and fields together in a com-
mon endeavor. Similar to the East Maui plantations of the 1850s, the
Lihu'e plantation center struggled from the 1860s onward with
problems of drought and deforestation. One observer noted about
the hills above Lihu'e:

The country was undergoing the process of denudation. Non-resident
landlords, large landholders, have in most cases leased out their lands
by long leases to vandal-like tenants, who are making the most of their
time and their bargain by cutting down the forests, and supplying the
sugar mills, shipping, and even Honolulu with wood. . . . Sixteen years
ago, where beautiful kukui groves gladdened the scene, is now a bar-
ren plain.36

Though this was a typical problem of other plantation centers, the
consequences of deforestation for the Lihue and Koloa mill, how-
ever, were serious. Power for the mill depended upon regular flow in
the streams from the forested areas. George Wilcox (Grove Farm)
and Paul Isenberg (Lihue) had both built small ditches to deliver
water to their fields and mills. In the early 1870s, at about the same
time as the Hamakua Ditch at Ha'iku was under construction, they
planned and built a large extension of the Lihu'e Ditch.
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Prior to the Reciprocity Treaty, investments in land and mill
equipment in the Lihu'e center remained relatively stable. After the
treaty, the center witnessed investment in new equipment (a second
mill at Lihue Plantation), expanded acreages (9,000 at Lihue, 875 at
Koloa), and increased importation of Chinese workers.37

THE EMERGING PLANTATION COMMUNITY

The plantation center had distinctive features as a workplace, a com-
munity, and a landscape. As predecessor to the industrial plantation,
it developed new policies of pay and discipline that segregated work-
ers, established housing and food policies that bound workers to the
location for sustenance and shelter, and built plantation stores that
used debt to keep them for lengthy stays. It also marked the begin-
ning of increasing central control over plantation management by
Honolulu investors and merchants.

Between i860 and 1880, plantation centers became factory com-
munities timed to the demands of the mill and the chemical struc-
ture of the sugar cane. Cleared fields, imposing buildings with steam-
driven machinery, smokestacks dispersing black clouds from wood
burning, flume systems that delivered water and cane to the mill, and
large pasturages for oxen, horses, and mules radically changed the
local environment. Life revolved around coordination of many tasks,
timed in a precise fashion around grinding regimens. Efficient sugar
mills required a constant fuel supply of wood or water. Transporta-
tion of wood, water, and cane required oxen, mules, and flume sys-
tems with enough carts and men to satisfy the demands of the mill.
Even preparation for grinding required significant organization:
repairs, upgrading mill and power technology, planting new fields,
cultivating the ratoons, weeding, and fencing. Not unlike the New
England factories of that era, workers put in six twelve-hour days a
week. This work routine spilled over into all aspects of their lives—
diet, shelter, store purchases, and social networks.

For the earlier commercial plantations of the 1840s and 1850s,
this coordination of field and mill work was difficult to achieve.
Workers had more independence, and the small scale of production
demanded less of the environment. The plantation center changed
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FIG. 2. Several plantations during this era used flumes as water transportation systems
to get cane to the mill. Here workers are loading cane from ox carts onto the flumes.
(Hawaiian Historical Society)

this. As crucibles of environmental and social experimentation, the
plantation centers created the social institutions necessary for the
industrial conquest of Hawaiian community life. Drawing largely
from examples of the Haiku Plantation on Maui, we can see these
changes emerge.38

PLANTATION WORKERS: HIERARCHY, PAY, DISCIPLINE

The largest portion of the plantation workforce was Hawaiian—both
men and women. Chinese men, Japanese men and women (after
1868), and haole men also worked for plantations. Field workers
were usually Hawaiians, Chinese, and Japanese—all employed as
indentured workers.

Many Hawaiians who worked the plantations in the 1850s pre-
ferred only three- to six-month contracts, much to the disappoint-
ment of the planters. Chinese who worked the plantations were
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engaged for up to five years. Two hundred Chinese had arrived
under contract in 1852.39 It was also common then to hire Hawaiians
by the day, particularly during peak seasons of harvesting, carting,
and grinding. Most often the day workers were teamsters, some of
whom provided their own oxen. The practice of day labor for team-
sters continued into the 1860s.40 This was the preferred status of
many Hawaiian workers. On some plantations, Hawaiians would form
work gangs under the supervision of a gang leader and hire them-
selves out by the day or week. This was a primary means by which
Hawaiians resisted the harsh, authoritarian work system on Hawai'i's
plantations.41

Work in the field included including fencing, wood cutting, weed-
ing, planting, cutting, and tasseling and would be done in "gangs"
under the supervision of an overseer, usually a foreigner. On Maui,
he would frequently be a grown son of one of the missionary families
(Hitchcock, Baldwin, and Bailey sons all worked for Haiku at some
point). Individual work gangs were usually supervised by a Hawaiian
luna (foreman). Their supervisory status was reinforced, in some
cases, by provision of housing for lunas along with the foreign skilled
workers.42 Some managers preferred to separate the Hawaiians from
the Chinese (Haiku). Others (Lihue) mixed Chinese, Japanese, and
Hawaiians in the fields. Pay and other privileges, too, differed by gen-
der. Hawaiian women were paid considerably less than men. At one
Wailuku plantation, women went on strike for fifty-cents wages. They
were receiving only three meals a day as pay. They compromised
at twenty-five cents per day.43 Pay among Hawaiians also differed
according to whether plantation housing was provided and food
(poi) was included.

By the 1860s Hawaiians were signing one-year contracts instead of
the three-to-six-month contracts of earlier years. Since plantation
work was not preferred, many Hawaiians found other means to earn
cash through sale of potatoes, wheat, pulu, coffee, goat skins, fungus,
and other produce. Not until the markets for these crops diminished
in the 1870s did Hawaiians find themselves with few opportunities
but plantation work.

Desperate to find more workers, managers employed one inter-
esting strategy to "sign up" Hawaiians. During the 1860s, each adult
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Hawaiian male paid a combined tax to the government of at least
$5.00 per year, a large sum for the time. Tax collectors for each dis-
trict would enumerate and collect poll, school, road, dog, horse, cart,
property, and other taxes. At first, some taxes were paid in kind with
such items as coffee, and the road taxes were always paid in labor.
But cash soon became the requirement, forcing many Hawaiians to
enter the cash economy on a full-time basis. Planters capitalized on
this during the early 1860s and offered Hawaiians payment of the
road taxes (and sometimes all of the taxes) in exchange for signing
on to the plantation for a year. This incentive kept many Hawaiians
"reshipping" year after year, especially when they carried a debt at
the plantation store at the end of their contract year.44

Chinese workers had different pay systems and different rules.
Usually they contracted for five years. Each group of workers (Chi-
nese as well as Hawaiian) might enter the plantation workforce
under a different amount of pay for equivalent work. Unlike Hawai-
ians, Chinese were completely dependent upon the plantation for
food, housing, and health care.

Skilled workers, usually haole men, formed a small portion of the
workforce. Their work was in and around the mill. Socially separate
from Hawaiians and Chinese, they lived in wood frame housing built
by the plantation. Each plantation employed a blacksmith, carpen-
ter, mason, cooper, and (for those with steam engines) engineers.
Sometimes these positions were filled by a skilled Hawaiian trades-
man—particularly that of cooper. The plantation manager and the
sugar boiler were at the top of the plantation hierarchy. Skilled work-
ers usually signed a contract for one year at wages considerably
higher than those working in the field.

The separation of mill from field created a deep cleavage in the
workforce. Reinforced by language and cultural differences, institu-
tionalized by task and pay differences, this division of labor spilled
over into the surrounding community. Further, the discipline neces-
sary to meet the demands of the mill encouraged an authoritarian
structure of command (overseer, luna), organized by tasks (cultivat-
ing, carting, weeding), and enforced by threat of legal or physical
punishment. Haiku plantation managers considered it "policy" to
discipline Chinese workers with the whip. Because Hawaiians were
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the preferred workers, the "policy" was to discipline them with rea-
son and "kindness." Noted one manager: "My natives are punished
with fines for all petty offences. . . . My Chinamen, if disobedient
. . . I cowhide on the spot."45 This structure affected the development
of early plantation communities, creating substantial divisions and
conflict.46

Violence on the plantation worked in two directions: one as a
manager's tool to coerce and subdue workers, the other as a form of
worker response to harsh conditions. A rebellion among Chinese on
Haiku plantation in 1865 resulted in the overseer's shooting one
worker in the leg. The manager reported: "I think, however, the
result was a thorough subduing of the gang. It must be done by every
plantation before they [Chinese] can be of any service."47 At that
same time, he reported a suicide among the workers of the rebel-
lion—something commonly reported in the Honolulu press during
the 1860s among the Chinese on the plantations.

The courts enforced indentured servitude for the plantations.
Those who deserted their contracts (especially those who had store
debts) were rounded up by the sheriffs of other islands and, through
the courts, made to serve their term, pay their debts, and pay an addi-
tional fine. However, workers would sometimes utilize the courts to
lodge a complaint against managers.48 The difficulty in leaving the
plantation and appealing to the court often made this a limited tool
for settling grievances.

CREATING DEPENDENCY: HOUSING, FOOD, AND

THE PLANTATION STORE

The contract labor system proved an inadequate tool for anything
more than signing up workers. Runaways were frequent. Rebellions
over food provisions and unequal wages were fairly common. Man-
agers devised additional measures to secure cooperation and obedi-
ence. Company housing, control of food rations, and the plantation
store became key management strategies of the 1860s and 1870s,
eventually becoming trademark institutions of the industrial planta-
tion.
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Housing

As labor demands increased and the Hawaiian population dimin-
ished, housing became a means to attract the preferred Hawaiian
worker. An 1863 Haiku property lists these living quarters: man-
ager's house, sugar boiler's house, cooper's house, and two small
houses.49 Most workers had their own houses on the earliest planta-
tions. As American and European tradesmen and Chinese workers
arrived, managers had to build company housing. The most senior
skilled worker would often have his own house (sometimes because
of family needs as well), as did the manager. Hawaiians were housed
in grass structures when they were from outside the area and unable
to find housing with other Hawaiians. Records indicate that Hawai-
ians who worked the plantations lived locally, had their own houses,
and often put up workers from other areas.50

Chinese workers, of course, had to be provided housing. Some
managers complained that one drawback of Chinese over Hawaiian
workers was that the skilled workforce would have to stop work in the
mill and build houses when new arrivals were due.51

By 1872 the manager was busy constructing new houses, erecting
twenty-two new homes during the previous year. "My native laborers
appear well satisfied & I am gradually augmenting the number."52

The Pacific Commercial Advertiser noted that on the Makee plantation
('Ulupalakua) wood houses for Hawaiian workers provided a num-
ber of amenities:

[QJuite a little village of laborers' houses is built up, affording—as
some of them, in their spotless white, are already nestling among the
green shade trees and bananas—a very charming picture. The houses
are built of lumber, and give comfortable accommodation for two fam-
ilies, and have each attached to them a good cistern, closet, &c. and
land sufficient for the cultivation of potatoes, vegetables, fruit trees,
&c. The unmarried laborers are accommodated in houses containing
generally four rooms, and have also their cistern and garden plot."53

Makee also built a school for children and a church. The plan was to
secure loyalty and socialize workers to the factory-like routine, as the
newspaper observed:
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Time will make the routine of labor and industry habitual to him, and
strengthen the attachment of his plantation home. The children born,
reared and taught on the plantation will follow in the footsteps, and in
turn become laborers.54

Company housing thus became one of the first defining features of
the plantation center as Hawaiians moved from their own scattered
homes onto the plantation and the watchful eye of managers. Hous-
ing also kept cultural groups separate, often reinforcing separate
work gangs for each major cultivated field. Haiku, for instance, built
Chinese barracks near Hamakua Poko, where they worked in sepa-
rate gangs, at some distance from Hawaiian housing located near
fields closer to the Haiku mill.

Food

Food for plantation workers was a major expense. Poi and fish (salted
salmon from the Northwest United States) was usually supplied by
the plantation either as part of the wage or available through the
plantation store for workers to purchase on their own (often as an
advance on future wages). In either case, the food supply was the
responsibility of the manager.

As traditional Hawaiian population centers declined, so did taro
production in regions such as Wailuku. Irrigating sugar plantations
also reduced taro production, which competed for available water. As
a result, securing food for native workers proved a big problem for
managers at an early date:

Paiai (hard, pounded taro) keeps up its extraordinary price, selling at
an advance of at least a hundred per cent from what it used to sell two
years ago. Where planters supply their laborers with food, the expense
for paiai, still the most cherished food of the native laborer, foots up a
big item in the general expenses of a plantation.55

And reliable sources of taro were hard to find and maintain. Some-
times orders placed with distant villages for taro were late or not
forthcoming:
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There is a great scarcity of food on the Island, 8c unless we can devise
a means of getting it from Molokai, shall soon be obliged to stop. We
have 3 weeks food engaged for Haiku, but the Hamakuapoko people
have had little or none for three weeks, so that gang is scattering in
search of food, as I have promised them for the last three or four weeks
that the vessel would next trip bring from Molokai. My orders seem
not to have been received there in season to prepare food.56

Eventually, the Haiku manager found another source—at Ke'anae
on East Maui. But:

The supply at Keanae is not very large, and now the East Maui
Plantation is drawing from there, and I hear a coaster had been in try-
ing to purchase, offering 50% more than we give.57

Another major food imported to the plantation was salted salmon in
barrels, also an expensive item:

When salmon costs from twelve to eighteen dollars per barrel, the sum
expended by a plantation alone is very considerable; and it seems
strange that so much money should annually leave the country for the
article offish, which so plentifully thrive around these islands. . . . That
fish are almost a luxury at Wailuku, Makawao and other places, is a
well-known fact.58

For plantations with numerous Chinese employees, rice was another
major food expense. Managers complained of the high cost of rice,
noting it as a major factor in the high proportion of fixed costs.
Haiku manager George Beckwith said employment of Chinese work-
ers compared unfavorably with employing Hawaiians because, with
the cost of rice, Chinese were twice as expensive to feed.59 According
to Beckwith, twenty-eight workers ate fifty pounds of rice a day, plus
meat, costing about $5~$6 a month more to feed each of them.60

At one point, when cash was running low and supplies were short,
Beckwith cut back on rice rations. He faced a rebellion from the
Chinese workers.

Please send the Helen (schooner) back as soon as possible, as we shall
be out of rice soon... . We have been able to reduce the Chinamen's
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rice to i/4 lbs per day each, or less. We had a little rebellion among
them a few days since and in subduing them one was shot by the over-
seer thro' the leg, without any serious injury to him.61

He requested a ton of rice per month to keep an adequate supply.62

His troubles did not end, though, as Haiku's Chinese workers
appealed to the district magistrate:

The District Justice gave the gang of Chinamen their supper, and sum-
moned me before him the next day. Listened to their complaint and
my statement as to what I issue them daily. They wanted 2 lbs. rice per
day. He ordered me to give them all they wanted to satisfy their
appetite.63

Food had become politicized. A heavy expense for the plantation, it
was also a weapon for worker rebellion. Managers found one of the
best policies for labor peace was adequate, available, and reasonably
priced food supplies.

The Plantation Store

Aside from securing new workers, the biggest concern of the man-
ager was whether or not current workers would "reenlist" at the end
of their contract period. To solve this problem, the plantation store
evolved as a means to encourage reenlistment. For Hawaiian workers
not on "poi rations," an available source of cheap food such as taro,
rice, and salted fish at the plantation store was important. For man-
agers, creating debtors among the local Hawaiian population at the
plantation store ensured a more permanent workforce. Store logs
available for the 1860s at Lihue Plantation show that Hawaiians actu-
ally purchased little but salmon, cloth, and poi—all on credit. There-
fore, on payday there was little pay to collect.64

Haiku Plantation was typical. By 1865, a plantation store was in
operation. The manager noted that when he paid off workers that
"those nearest the store [are] most in debt."65 The store also pro-
vided a vehicle to indebt the Hawaiians at Ke'anae who supplied the
plantation with taro for the workforce. Manager W. Goodale noted
in 1867 that "The people of Keanae are already indebted to us per-
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haps $400 and express a desire to contract to furnish food for a long
time to come."66 But within three months he wrote further of his
arrangement with the Hawaiians from Ke'anae:

By means of the advances we have made we get our small supply at a
reasonable rate, but I fear to draw to heavily upon them. They are try-
ing to cancel their debts, and I am not anxious that they should suc-
ceed. And to hold them, partially promised that the agent would, on
my order let the Schooner take some lumber there when they would
furnish me a list of what they want. Lumber is in demand here, and is
a good article for trade. We secure our best men by advancing it.67

One month later, he was resolute about his strategy: "I think the ves-
sel will have to take the lumber up. Speculators from Honolulu
have . . . offer [ed] more for paiai than we give. I must keep them in
debt."68 Food also became a tool to keep Hawaiians on the planta-
tion, discouraging them from reshipping to other plantations:

It is very important to keep on hand [in the plantation store] a good
supply of food. Otherwise natives get tired, & go off to Wailuku as soon
as time expires. Besides they eat a great deal of cane if they have not
plenty of food.69

However, store policy was different for each group of workers. Hawai-
ians were allowed to take credit for the store, but Chinese were not.
The manager was adamant about not incurring any debts—road
taxes or other—for the Chinese.70 It is unclear how long this policy
lasted, but by 1872, the Haiku manager reported to his directors that
the debt of just over two hundred laborers to the plantation was
$4,819.73.71 This is an average of $25 per worker, assuming all were
allowed to take credit at the store. Depending upon the ethnicity of
the worker and when he or she contracted with the plantation, a
monthly wage around 1870 was between $4 (Chinese) and $7 (Hawai-
ian) per month—making the indebtedness anywhere from six to
three-and-a-half months' worth of work.72

The plantation store became a fixture of the community, especially
in more remote areas where competition from independent mer-
chants was nonexistent. In concert with plantation-provided housing
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and food provisions, the plantation store served the purpose of cre-
ating workers dependent upon the plantation center for survival.

THE RISE OF THE PLANTATION AGENT

Dependency also worked in another direction. Always strapped for
emergency cash and capital for machinery, plantations quickly
became indebted to their agents. Before the Reciprocity Treaty of
1875, Hawai'i's sugars were subject to tariffs and uncertainty in the
California market. When the Civil War boom ended in 1866, sugar
became a risky business for the newly emergent plantation centers.
In fact, several plantations failed at that point—Lahaina on Maui,
Waialua on O'ahu, Onomea on Hawai'i. Those that remained barely
kept afloat.

So, how was it that the plantation centers continued to develop,
increase their capital, and solidify their control? Part of the answer
lies in the rise of the plantation agent. Organized originally to mar-
ket sugar, supply plantations with goods and machinery, and advance
cash to meet payrolls, agents such as Castle & Cooke, H. Hackfeld &
Company, and C. Brewer 8c Company quickly became powerful
actors in Hawai'i's sugar industry.

The plantation of the 1860s and 1870s was a different entity from
the commercial sugar business of the 1850s. It was larger, more orga-
nized around a heavily capitalized mill, and managed from start-up
to profitability through an agency system that controlled decisions
from Honolulu. Those plantations with strong agents survived the
difficult decade between 1866 and 1876. Records of Castle & Cooke,
agent to the larger Haiku and Kohala plantations and to small grow-
ers such as A. H. Smith, J. M. Alexander, and E. Bailey, provide an
account of the developing dependence of plantations upon their
agents.73

Plantations built during the 1860s boom were very expensive for
the time. To raise capital, both Haiku and Kohala were organized as
joint stock companies. The owners of Castle & Cooke (Samuel N.
Castle and Amos S. Cooke) were part-owners of the two sugar com-
panies.74 Essentially, the agent, Castle & Cooke, enabled the con-
struction of a technologically advanced large plantation possible.
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And, during the difficult decade that followed the Civil War, Castle &
Cooke kept Haiku and Kohala viable through trying setbacks and
poor sugar prices.

The rapid expansion of Haiku Sugar Company's assets reflects the
important role of the agent in the plantation center. Haiku's Board
of Directors planned to spend a total $40,000 to start the company.75

Expenses quickly accelerated, however. The mill itself (purchased in
Boston) cost $25,000.76 Shortly after erecting the mill, planting cane,
and securing necessary buildings and tools, the company purchased
another 5,300 acres in Hamakua Poko for $5,750 around i860—
1861.77 By 1868, the plantation consisted of 5,500 acres plus one
undivided third of 9,000 acres. Its assets totaled $82,078, according
to a report filed with the minister of interior.78 The following year,
assets were listed at $91,563, and the crop for the year was estimated
at 700-1,000 tons of sugar.79 Haiku promised to be the largest sugar
operation of the time.

Haiku's expenses jumped considerably in the next few years. New
machinery—a vacuum pan, steam boiler, and engine—plus work on
the planned Hamakua Ditch cost another $15,000. The Report to
the Stockholders for 1872 notes that the company's real debt
between 1871 and 1872 jumped from about $14,688 to $28,322.80

The ability of a plantation such as Haiku to weather such increases in
costs before profits from the sale of sugar materialized rested with
the resources of its agents.

In the 1850s, the agent had only a limited role in plantation busi-
ness, with no authority over management decisions. Most agents were
merchants in Honolulu, Hilo, or Lahaina who arranged for delivery
of sugar and other products to whaling ships. During the 1860—1888
boom period, however, agents regularly arranged for shipments to
San Francisco, collecting a commission once the sale was completed.
Hence, plantation profits came only after many months that included
travel to California, storage in a San Francisco warehouse, and even-
tual sale.

With the purchase of the more expensive mills in Wailuku, Lihu'e,
Kohala, and Ha'iku, the agents became investors in the plantations
themselves through debt assumption. When sugar sales slowed in
1866, agents began a regular practice of supplying goods for the
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plantation store, making cash advances to pay the workers each
month, and frequently lending plantations several thousand dollars
for new machinery or repairs.

Gradually, agents assumed an increased power over day-to-day
plantation decisions. As creditors, the agents wanted assurances that
management practices were sound before extending further credit
for repairs, new equipment, and further purchases of land. This
extended, in time, to agency requests for regular reporting on mill
efficiency, hiring decisions, and labor recruitment. In addition, the
agents assumed more and more responsibility for finding Hawaiian,
Chinese, and eventually Japanese workers for their plantations. Castle
& Cooke's relationship with Haiku Plantation and with E. Bailey &
Sons in Wailuku illustrates the emerging role of the agent in planta-
tion management.

Haiku's financial statements and manager's letters to their agent
show a repeated, often unanticipated, need for additional cash. Debt
increased quickly before any profit could be realized from sugar sales
in San Francisco. In 1862, Haiku's financial statement showed a debt
of $8,000 and an acknowledgment that an additional $2,ooo-$3,ooo
might be encumbered during the rest of the year.81 Although the
report does not state the name of the creditor, it most likely was
Castle & Cooke, plus several others. A financial statement for 1864
shows a debt to Castle & Cooke of $6,027.50.82 By 1872, the debt to
Castle & Cooke amounted to $45,7g8.83

Evidence of Castle & Cooke's involvement in day-to-day manage-
ment and planning begins in 1872. Castle 8c Cooke asked Haiku
manager S. T. Alexander to report regularly on crop estimates,
yields, capacity of the mill, use of wood per ton of sugar, indebted-
ness of laborers, and information on other expenditures.84 A similar
letter went out to all planters for which Castle 8c Cooke was agent:
A. S. Wilcox, Henry Johnson, O. R. Wood, Alexander 8c Baldwin,
Kohala plantation, and Thomas Hughes. After this point, records
indicate a continuing effort to collect data from its plantations, com-
pare them with those of other agents, and make decisions regarding
new purchases on this basis.85

As agent for E. Bailey & Sons, a smaller plantation, Castle & Cooke,
exerted considerable veto power in decisions concerning expansion
and equipment. In 1870, E. Bailey 8c Sons owed Castle & Cooke
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$7,000, which the agent requested be reduced in twelve months.
Unable to do this, the plantation was called upon to change man-
agers (from E. Bailey to W. H. Bailey, another son). Castle & Cooke
also prohibited the plantation from purchasing additional acreage.
In 1873, the plantation debt to Castle & Cooke totaled $2O,io,2.86

Correspondence with other planters, large and small, shows a similar
effort to oversee management decisions.

By 1874, Castle & Cooke probably kept extensive records on plan-
tation operations. Requests went out for an inventory of "acres of
growing cane for 1875, probable crop, probable expenses and prob-
able crop for 1876, with the number of acres taken off in 1874, the
amount of the yield, weight of the juice and number of the gallons of
juice, with the number of full days work at grinding."87

Plantation managers, such as Samuel T. Alexander at Haiku, still
maintained the authority to coordinate tasks, discipline individuals,
and hire some workers. But, increasingly, major decisions concern-
ing technology, planting regimens, plantation-store policy and inven-
tory, and new investments became the responsibility of the agent.
Letters from the plantation manager were regular reports of events
on the plantation and explanations of problems, hiring decisions,
labor troubles, and observations about operation of mill and field-
work.

This pattern of increased managerial control from Honolulu
agents became the norm in the Hawaiian sugar industry by 1890.
Nearly every plantation in the Islands was tied to an agent who
exerted considerable leverage over the plantation community and
the lives of its inhabitants.

CONCLUSION

The plantation center was a product of Hawai'i's turn to sugar
between i860 and 1880. The five plantation centers that grew into
major sugar production centers—Wailuku, Makawao, Hilo, Kohala,
and Llhu'e—set the stage for the industrial plantation that domi-
nated Hawai'i on the eve of annexation to the United States. The
labor policies and management practices that evolved in these cru-
cibles formed the bedrock upon which future sugar communities in
Hawai'i were built. Company housing, food dependency, plantation
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stores, and the agency system were institutions constructed during
these years. Their legacy distinctively marked the Hawaiian landscape
for decades well into the twentieth century.
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